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1. Introduction: 

In this section system setup which include hardware and software requirement and 

implementation and evaluation of technique is explained in this configuration manual  

 

2. System requirement: 
 

2.1 Hardware 

System hardware requirement is intel core i7 – 4150 CPU @ 2.5 ghz,AMD rayzen R 7; 12 GB 

RAM , 1 TeraByte hard disk; and Window 8 64 bit 

 

2.2 Software  

spyder IDE for running all deep learning models on NASA aircraft predictive maintenance 

dataset on IDE of python that is accessed by any browser. 

 

Various python library to plot and understand data and extract and select the feature of 

the time series aircraft dataset. 

 

3. Data: 
 

Data is prepared includes all the data cleaning , transforming and then select the important 

feature in the dataset between all the attributes , for this project open portal NASA dataset 

has been used which is download from NASA data portal website, the dataset gives 

information about the number of cycle aircraft engine going to run, operational setting and 

sensor settings which include , then dataset is checked whether there is any null values and 

not needed columns or have any special characters then it is replaced. 

 

3.1 Data understanding: 

 

As the data contain 24 features or attribute so few plot have been done to better 

understand the data so in figure 1 based on ID number the various plot have been 

generated in which all attribute value and their occurrence frequency has been shown. 



 
 

                                      Figure 1: Based on cycle number values of all the setting 

 

 
 

                               Figure 2: all settings plot of based on their value of engine ID 1 

 

 

In figure 2 the engine ID number 1 all the attribute is plotted that between what values 

these attribute values are occurring. 

 

 



3.2 Data preparation:  

                      Scaling data: 

 Here scaling the data is done and returned the scaled data in the form of data frame      

and will generate the scaler if does not pass it 

 
                            Figure 3 : Scaling the data 

 

Data augmentation and padded sequence: 

 

After scaling the data , the augmentation and padding is done on the data based on 

feature order then data is plotted to see the difference it make 

 

 

 
                                            Figure 4: Data padding 



 
                       Figure 5: plot data for index for padded train data 

 

 

Convert time series data to Images: 

 

To apply CNN time series images is converted to images using recurrence plot because 

image contain more information regardless of their location so it is wise choice to 

convert time series data into images to carry out effective prediction using CNN(marco 

2019) 

 

 
 

                                  Figure 6 : time series to images 

 



 

 

4. Implementation codes for machine learning models: 

 
4.1 Convolution neural network:  

 

CNN is applied , the model is build with flatten and dense with activation “relu” 

 
                                  Figure 7: CNN model build 

 

Validation accuracy is 67 percentage and testing accuracy is nearly 90 percentage , in 

code early stopping is also introduced to get better accuracy from  the dataset , in the 

code both converted image and train data is used to train and evaluate the model. 

 

 
 



4.2 Random forest: 

Random forest with random value is used to predict the remaining useful cycle for the 

data. Random state is 1234 with the combination of decision tree to get ensemble 

learning for time series prediction.(zhao 2019) 

 
                 Figure 8 : Random forest for RUL prediction  

 

Mean square error for random forest is 1782 

 

4.3 LSTM (RNN): 

 

Long short term memory is applied  to time series dataset to predict remaining useful 

cycle for aircraft engine , the model is created using keras importing python library the 

function of creating LSTM model is follow. 

 

 



                                                      Figure 9: LSTM model  

                 Mean square error for RNN is 789 after three fold as shown in figure 10 

                   

                                                 Figure 10 :MSE of LSTM(RNN) 

The plot of actual value and predicted value is shown below to compare what model has 

predicted the value of RUL and what the actual value of RUL was. 

 

 
Figure 11: plot of actual vs predicted in LSTM modelling 

 

4.4 Hybrid model (CNN +LSTM): 

 

In the hybrid modelling the combination of CNN and LSTM is applied to predict the 

reaming useful cycle for the NASA turbo engine dataset, the hybrid model is useful to 

improve accuracy specially in case of time series.(wang 2018) 

The function of hybrid model is below 

 

 



 
                                                     Figure 12: HYBRID model CNN + LSTM 

 

The mean square error in hybrid model is 1153 as shown in below diagram after 3 fold 

 

 
 

The output layer heat map is plotted to get outputs visualization , first the viz model is 

developed using keras.model library  



 
                                         Figure 13 :Heat map for output for hybrid model 

 

4.5 Transfer learning: 

Transfer learning model is applied on time series dataset to solve or predict the 

remaining useful cycle of engine. In this approach already LSTM based transfer learning 

model is which is trained is applied to test data to check mean square error is better 

than all previous models. 

Before applying the feature is taken into one array and label data is taken into different 

array 

 
  

 



Random Mean 

Squared Error:  1782.192560 
Mean Squared Error:  1782.19256087 
Random Forest Mean Squared Error:  1782.19256087 

Then transfer learning model is applied ( LSTM based transfer learning model is which is trained is 

applied to test data) 

 

 

 

 



The plot of true value versed actual is shown in below diagram: we can see how close both values 

are 

 

                                        Figure 14: actual value vs predicted for transfer learning  
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